
Notifications & Automation
Activate DNS Management on link deletion

If you delete a free domain from a product at the module "Home" page, the DNS Management setting of the domain will get activated.
If your ACL group already allows access to the DNS Management, this setting will have no effect.

Activate Mail Forwarding on link deletion

If you delete a free domain from a product at the module "Home" page, the Mail Forwarding setting of the domain will get activated.
If your ACL group already allows access to the DNS Management, this setting will have no effect.

WHMCS Bot ID

Set a Client ID which should be used for opening notification tickets. If you do not have a client which can be used for that, you need to create a new client. 
Only necessary if Ticket Notifications are enabled.

Admin Notifications on Suspension / Terminate

Creates an admin ticket if a product with free domain has been suspended or terminated. Useful to take note of free domain suspensions.

Admin Notifications on Unsuspension

Enabling this setting will globally disable automated setup for new orders. This setting overrides individual server settings at the "Server Management" tab.

On Product Suspend do

The module can handle free domain suspensions in 2 ways:
 Change Domainstatus to "Cancelled" and set Status back to "Active" if product get unsuspended

If choose this option, the client can not manage this domain anymore. The domain will not get renewed at the expire date.

Leave domain as it is. Just disable auto renew (Default)
If choose this option, the client can continue manage his domain. But the domain will not get renewed at the expire date because auto renewal is off.
The specificated ACL group will be still applied.

Default ACL Group

When a free domain get activated, the following ACL group will be applied. 
The ACL groups can be used to limit client's management options at the WHMCS domain product page.
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